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Inscape Data’s Outdoor PoE Switch Enduring Through Hurricane Irma
San Jose, CA (October 11, 2008). Inscape Data’s LinkPower™ LPS3800ATM-T1 Outdoor PoE
(Power over Ethernet) Switches endured through devastating hurricane weather, including
Hurricane Irma which had the strongest observed sustained winds in the Atlantic since Wilma in
2005. Four LinkPower™ LPS3800ATM-T1 outdoor PoE switches were installed at Mega Yacht
Marina in Miami, Florida, since January 2017 by Videlio-HMS, a global media system integrator
with offices in France, Italy, Hong Kong, and throughout the Middle East. The four
LPS3800ATM-T1 Outdoor PoE Switches installed provide power over Ethernet to a number of
network devices for network and video data services in the marina.

Rolando Aspuru, Director of Land Operations stationed in Miami, Florida, Videlio-HMS, says
“We’re extremely pleased to see how tough the LPS3800ATM-T1 switches are and they were
able to confront the extreme weather challenges and survived through these series of
hurricanes and continuously to provide the network service to the users in the marina.”
Since 2009, Inscape Data has pioneered the outdoor PoE switch development. The LinkPower
LPS3800ATM-T1 is one of the models belonging to a larger family of outdoor PoE switch
products (visit https://www.inscapedata.com/lps3000-t1-mgt.htm for more details) designed and

manufactured by Inscape Data. The LinkPower LPS3800ATM-T1 Outdoor PoE Switch is
industrial quality, IP68 compliant for extreme weather outdoor deployment, and has 8 PoE ports
and 2 Gigabit RJ45 & 4 SFP fiber optics Uplink ports, and the switch offers up to 30 Watt per
PoE port based on IEEE802.3at/at standards and is a remotely manageable switch. The
enduring installation at Miami marina is just one example of the many that are worldwide.
Inscape Data is excited to see its outdoor PoE switch products enable their customers meeting
the great outdoor weather challenges. Inscape Data’s outdoor PoE switch products are
available for purchase at Inscape Data online store, https://www.inscapedata.com/store.

About Inscape Data Corporation
Founded in February 2004, 2017 marks Inscape Data Corporation's 13th year of business
serving the industrial network, video security, and WIFI markets worldwide. Inscape Data
Corporation is a U.S. based manufacturer of industrial quality outdoor network system products,
i.e., Outdoor Gigabit PoE switches, for outdoor PoE, wireless, and IP-based video surveillance
applications. Based on Inscape Data's patent-protected technology, the LinkPower™ LPS
outdoor PoE switch products offer a unique combination of flexible installation and remote
management features, which simplify outdoor wiring, integration, and network management for
small size and large scale network deployment installations. Featuring remote reboot, PoE
power management, and other network management functions, Inscape Data's innovative 2, 4,
and 8 port outdoor Gigabit PoE switch systems greatly reduce the challenges and overhead
involved in the daily management of outdoor wired/wireless and IP video networks. More
information about Inscape Data can be found at http://www.inscapedata.com.

